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Abstract
Feynman's path-integral formulation of a quantum theory is con
sidered. We start with t,he case of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics
in one space dimension, generalize to more dimensions, and by analogy
we formulate the path integral quantization of scalar field theory. A
short account on analytical computation of Gaussian path integrals is
also included. The quantum theory of Bose fields is presented in both
the Euclidean- and Minkowski-space formulation, and it is pointed
out, that the well-definiteness of the underlying path integral dictates
Feynman's if. prescription for the field propagator. FinaJly,·the general
procedure to derive Feynman rules in the theory of a self-interacting
scalar field is discussed in detail, and the rules for the case of the 1;4
interaction are given.
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Path integrals in quantum mechanics

The path-integral method due to Feynman is an alternative approach to a
quantum theory. For the sake of simplicity we first illustrate it in the case
of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics and then graduate to quantum field
theory.
According to the generalized Huygens principle, the wavefunction 'II (q", til)
which describes the state'of a particle at the moment til stems from a super
position of earlier wavefunctions:

1Jt( gil, til)

=J

dq'K (gil, til; g', t ' )1J!( q', t')

til

> t'

(l

PA~H
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The Feynman kernel K (rt' , til; q', t') is the probability amplitude for a.
particle that was observed in the location q' at the moment t' to be found in

q"at til .
In the framework of canonical quantization the states are represented by
(generalized) Hilbert-space vectors and the observables are operators: /I, q .
(From now on a hat crowns operators.) They satisfy:

[p, q} = -iii, .

(2)

and we have t~ coordinate and momentum representations in which they
are diagonal: '

. q I q >= q J q >
p Jp>=p Ip>

(3)
(4)

The normalization and completeness relations read :

< q"l q' >= l(q"' - q')
•
and

1

I

=

dq I q>< q I.

< p" I pi >= 6(p" ":'-;';)
1=

I

dp Ip >< pI·

(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

We also have

(9)

In this (Schrodinger) picture the state . vector I 'lit > is time-dependent
and the wavefunction is

'lI(q;t) =< q I \1ft>

(10)

The Heisenberg picture is obtained via a ti~e-dependent unitary trans
formation, and is'silch that the state vector is time-independent, I • >. We
have:
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where I qt > are eigenstates of the Heisenberg cOOrdinate operator

(12)
with the eigenvalue q. In the a.bove equa.tion
Hamiltonian.
The constant state vector is

H is

the time.indepen<lent

I it >= eilit J Wt > .

(13)"

and a comparison of Eqs.(10) and (11) yields the time evolution of the f qt ~
s~tes:

I qt >=e kiit I q >
. We may rewrite Eq.(l)

(14)

as

, < q"t" I. >=Idq' < </'t" 1q't' >< </t'

,.>

(15)

. because of the completeness property of the {t qt >} basis for any given time,

t.
Our aim is to express the transition amplitude in terms of the classical
Hamiltonian, H( q, p) without reference. ~o opera.tors and states in ~a Hilbert
space.
To proceed, we divide the time interva.l [t', t1 into NeqUai pieces.

at=

t" - t'
--r;

N-t

00,

At

E;:::

Ii'

(16)

(17)

. and .write the Feynma.nkmel as

K(q", t"i'q', t') =< q"t" I tIt' > - ./dql .. :dqN-l < q"t"IIJN-ltN-l > ...

· ~.< q~t21 ittl ><ittl I q't' >

(IS)
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A typical factor in the integrand is

< 'lntn. I qn-ltn-l >

= < qn. I e-kH(tn-tn-t} , qn.-l >
= < qn I (1 ==

J

dpn

if.H) I qn-l

>

< in I Pn >< p,. 1(1- idl) I qn-l > (19)

If iI contains no cross products of qand
and p..dependent terms, then

p, i. e. iI is a sum of q-dependent
(20)

and in the coordinate-dependent part of the classical Hamiltonian,H, we may
replace qn.-l by the midpoint value:
_
qn

=

qn.

+ qn.-l

(21) .

2

because of a Dirac a-function stemming from the momentum integration in
Eq.(19)
Hence,

(22)
This relation holds also for iI containig Weyl-ordered cross products of mo
ment urn and coordinate operatorsl.
vVe next substitute (22) into (18):

< q"t" I q't' > --

J

dqI'" dq N
dPt
- l - "apN
'
27rh
27rh

N

II

ekPn(qn-qn-l)(l -

if.H(PfH ijn))

(23)

11.=1

where

in

(/0

t
Hi

= q: and q;v

q".

product from the integrand we encounter factors which, to first
the intinitesimal pararneter c, coincide with an exponential. However,

[i<L p.ol
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.

.

in the limit of N -, 00. the product consists of an infinity of such factors, so
this coincidence to first order doesn't justify the substitution (1 - ieH) ~
exp( -ieH). For instance, another replacement, namely (1 - if H) -+ (1 +
if H)-l , would give iucorrect result.
There is a theorem which allows us to do the first subs~itution2:

Theorem 1 Given N numbers
X <

00,

such that limN_oo

Zl,· •• ,ZN

-k ~=1

Zn

=

we have:

(24)

It can be proven by power series expansion in
rewrite Eq.(23)as

Zn.

Using this theorem we

We adopt the view that the set of values {ql, ... ,qN-l} and {Ph" ',PN}
are successive values of certain continuous functions of time, q( t) and p( t),
and denote:
tn
qn

=

tt + n~t;

=

Pn

=

q(t n )
p(t n )

while taking the limit N

-+ 00

~t-+

0) we have

qn-l ~o

~t

'(t )

q

L f(t,,)!l.t ~ 1.
2See [oil, p.l24

n

.

(29)

t"

N

n=1

(26)
(27)
(28)

(i. e.

qn -

n=O,l, ... ,N

.

t

dtf(t) ,

(30)
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and for the integration measure we introduce the notations
N-l

dql··· dqN-l

= II dq(t n) == II q(t) == (Dq)

(31)

lIN dp(tn) == II dp(t) == (D')P

(32)

n=l

and

dpt' ... dPN =
21Tn'

21T11,

n=l

21rn

21rli

t

In this way we obtained the phase-space path integral formula for the
transition amplitude:

< q"t" I q't' > -

J.

q(tll)=qll

.

(Dp)(Dq)e k J:~

II

dt[pq-H(qtp)]

q(t/)=ql

-f

(Dp)(Dq)e kSl.",]

(33)

The integrations are performed over '{paths" ,i. e. over the continuous set
of variables q(t) and p(t). with t E [t', til]. The gaussian integrals of this kind
can be performed analytically in a similar fashion as the usual ones~
In the case of classical Hamiltonians of the form
2

H(p,q) =

.

:m + V(q)

the momentum integrations in (25) can be performed (formally), yielding
Feynman's famous configuration-space path-integral formula. To this end,
let us take the integral
dpn Iii At[ Pn qn-qn-l
-Ei.-V()]
at
2m
f/n
27rh
We complete the square by making the change of variables

f

-e

,
qn - qn-l
Pn = Pn - m
fl.t

(35)

(36)

and obtain for the integral (35)
1
...

-e

27rh

l.At[!!!.(Qn-Qn-l)2_
V (qn)]
at
Ii.

2

J

dpI e _.!A!.p/2
2mh n
n

(37)
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We now intend to integrate over p~, but the integrand is purely oscillatory.
We have two choices: either we perform the Gaussian integral by taking
formally iAt to be real (continuation to imaginary time), or we introduce by
hand a convergence factor 3 , e-6p/~.
Treating it1t as a real constant we obtain for the p~ -integral the expres
SIon:·

J2m1fr.

(38) .

it1t

Hence (25) becomes

< q"til I q't' > = ( m.

211' nzt1t

)li..l
2

.

qN=q"

i

dql . .. dqN -1 e i

N

En:1

qo=q'

[(
m

9n-9n.-l

'2

- A - t-

)'

V -

(q,,)

]

.

(39)
and in the limit N -+
desired result

< q"t" Iq't' >= N

l

00,

according to Eqs.(29) and (30), this gives the

q(tll)=q"

.

II

. (Dq)e k J:~ dt(Tq2~V{q)) == N

J'tS
(Dq)e

[ql (40)

q(t')=q'

which is Feynman's formula. The quantity S[q] is the action, a functional of
the particuar path, q(t).
The normalization constant,N, is infinite but it doesn't appear in expres
sions with physical meaning, because these have the form of ~ matrix element
< q"t" f 0 I q't' > / < q"t" I q't' >, with 0 some operator. it follows that it
is enough to define the integration measure up to a multiplicative constant.
From now on, we shall include any constant in the measure.
In words; the above formula llleans that the probability amplitude for the
particle to be in q" at time til, given that it was in q' at time t', is a SUIll over
all possible paths that start from q' at t' and end in q" at til, weighted by the
exponential of times the action evaluated for the particular path.

k

3See [5) p.7 , [6] p.77

!:it
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Quantum Field Theory: Bose Fields

Fields are nothing but nondenumerably infinite variable systems. The first
step in generalizing the path-integral formula (33) is to consider the D
dimensional case with coordinates {Qa}a=l,...,D. The integration measure
(Dq)( Dq) contains an extra product over the index Q. It is:

(41)
Next we replace the discrete index Q by a continuous one: X, and denote
the value of the "coordinate" by <p. Thus a classical Bose field <p( i) can
be viewed as the i-component of a continuously infinite dimensional vector.
The cooresponding path-integral measure becomes:

(DIT)(D.p) ==

nd4>(i,t)~~t),

(42)

!I,t

with

IT(l, t) =

O(~.p)

(43)

the conjugate momentum.
In canonical quantization the coordinates are Schrodinger field operators,
~(i) with eigenstates I <p >. In the Heisenberg picture the field opera.tor
(44)

which involves the (time independent) Hamiltonian of the system. If H were
time dependent, exp(tHt) would be replaced by Texp(t J~ drH(r» with T
the time orderingoperator. We consider the time-independent case.
The Heisenberg field operator has eigenstates I cp, t > :

~(i, t) I cp, t >= cp(i, t) I cp, t >

(45)

and the transition amplitude is defined by

< ¢Jilt" J cp't' >=< cp" I e-k(t"-t')iI I <P' >

(46)

2
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By analogy, its path-integral expression reads:

< <I/'t" I q/t' >=

J.

<P

II

(D¢)(DIT)e k h~

1/

dt

Jd3 x{II(8o¢)-1i)

(47)

¢'

In what follows we shall restrict ourselves to the case when the Hamilto
nian density has the particular form:
(48) .

where x denotes the space-time point xIJ. == (t, i). We use unit"s in which
c = Ii = 1, but we keep 1i in the exponent displayed because it will serve
later as a parameter in the loop expansion.
In the case under consideration one integrates formally over the ITs and
obtains the Feynman formula

< q/'t" I ¢/t' >= N'

J.

4>1I

.

til

(D¢)e~ hi

3

dt

Jd xL(x)

(49)

4>'

The integration limits in (47) and (49) denote the endpoint constraints
¢(i,t') = </J'(i) and ¢(i,t") = ¢"(i)".
/
The functional integration may be defined by first considering x to be a
discrete variable, performing the multiple integration and then approaching
the continuum limit 4 Alternatively, we may enclose the system in a large,
but finite space-time volume, integrate over the discrete Fourier components
of ¢, and then approach the limit of infinite volume.
The transition amplitude can be continued analyticaily to complex times.
To see this, consider the eigenstates In> of iI and assume that there is a
unique vacuunl state with zero energy:

iI In>

=

iI I 0 >

= 0

En

I 11 >

En 2:: 0

< 0 I 0 >=

(50)

1

Eq. (46) gives
00

< <pl/t" I rj>'t' >=

L < <jJ" I
n=O

4See [7],p.218 and [lO),p.72.

n

><

11

I <// > e-k(t"-t')E..

(51)
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It can be "ontinued for (t"-t') a complex parameter with negative imaginary
part. This amounts to rotating clockwise the time axis by an angle ~. We
shall return to this point later. Setting til = -iT and t' = iT and taking the
limit T ~ 00 we have:
00

lim
til ~ -ioo
t' ~ ioo

< ¢/'t" I ¢/t' >= lim
7"-00

E < <{>" I n >< n I ¢/ > e-

iTEn

(52)

n=O

This is a useful property.
A very fruitful idea due to Schwinger5 is to minimally couple the system
to an external source J(x), and study the response of the vacuum state to
this (arbitrary) driving force. The whole dynamics of the system can be
extracted from that.
To show this, let us consider the transition amplitude in the presence of
a source:

(53)
We denote the coupling term by

l J
"

dt

-
cfxJ(x)q,(x) == (J, q,).

(54)'

It is a functional of both the field and the source.

The differential calculus can be extended to the case of functionals. We
call functional a real-valued function,

F: Coo

-+

R;

P[J] E R,

defined on the space, Coo, of indefinitely differentiable functions with contin
uous derivatives, One defines the functional (or variational) differentiation
by 6:

8F[fJ

of( to)

I

'

F[f(t) + EO(t - to)} - F[f(t)]

Im~~--------~~--~~

;'J. Schwinger Proc. !~at. Acad. Sci. 37,452 (1951)
[7J. p.208

~;See

(55)
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For example, this definition gives

6(J, </»
6J(y)

= A.(
0/

)

(56)

Y ,

and if we functionally differentiate the transition amplitude (53), we obtain
~~~~

,

which resembles the matrix elements of time-ordered products of Heisenberg
field operators

A comparison of the right hand sides of Eqs.(57) and (58) suggests that
the transition amplitude in the presence of external sources is related to the
Green's functions of the syst.em. But who are the physical states of the
system? The answer depends on the,success of a perturbative approach, 'but
nevertheless the state of least energy, called the vacuum, is thought to exist.
We intend to relate the vacuum-vacuum amplitude to the Green's func
tions, and to find a path-integral representation of it. Let us first define this
amplitude.
In the presence of an external source the Hamiltonian of the system be
comes time dependent:

(59)
where J(x) = J(x, t) is a Heisenberg field operator and J(x) is a c-number
function. It is supposed to vanish in the infinite past and infinite future:

(60)

a. necessary condition for the system to be in the vacuum state, I 0 >, of
(sic) at these ti,mes. ,

iJ
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We call vacuum-vacuum amplitude and denote by < 0+ I 0- > J the
probability amplitude for the system to be in the state r 0 > at time XO = 00,
given that it was in the state 10 >'at xO = -00, in spite of the presence of
the source J.
By unitarity, this amplitude can only be a phase factor. It is also. denoted
by

(61)
Using the evolution operator in the interaction picture with respect to
fIb the state of the system at xO = 0 is

10- > J= Te -k J~oo dtFft(t) 0 >
0 which will evolve into I 0 > at

(62)

J

and the state at

XO

=

XO

=

00

is given by

(63)
Thus

< 0 I Te-k.f~oodtfll(t)

Z[J)
=

10>=

< 0 I Te~ f d4 xJ(x)¢.(x) I 0 >

(64)

which is Dyson's definition for the generating functional of the Green's func
tions. Indeed, expanding the right hand side of (64) we obtain

ZP] = 1+ ~

G) J

d'XI'" d'xnJ(xd'" J(xn) < 0 I T(

n

~(XI)'" ~(xn) 10
(65)

where we identify:the Green's functions which can be "extracted" froIn Z[ J]
by functional differentiation:
O! T(
sense is the

vaClllun-VaCllllD1

al11plitude

generating functional

felr th(~ Creel!'5 functions,

n'fJ] ill turn is 1 he generating
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(67)
These are the sum of all connected Feynman graphs with n external legs
terminating at Xl, .•• , X n .
We next seek for a path-integral expression of the generating functional..
To satisfy (60) we consider a source which is turned on during a large, finite
time interval [-7",7"]:

J (x) = 0 for

I Xo I> 7",

and take the limit 7" -+ 00 later.
The transition amplitude between the moments tf

(68)

< -7" and t" > 7" is

< "'''t'' I ",'f >J= j(D<h)(D"'2) < ","t" I "'2 T >< "'2 T I "'i, -T >J<

"'1.

.

-T

I ",'t' >

(69)

Here we used the completeness of the I </>t > states.
By continuation to imaginary times8 , the source-free amplitudes can be
computed as follows:

=
00

L < 4>" I

n

><

n

I 4>2 > e-k(ttl-T)E

n

t"--ioo
--+

< </>" I 0 > < 0 I </>2 >

(70)

n=O

and

(71)
We substitute them in (69) and express the source-dependent anlplitude
in terms of the time-dependent Hamiltonian.
lim
til -+

t'

-ioo

-+ ioo

8See Eq.(52)

(72)
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lim
til -+ -ioo

t'
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states we obtain

< </>"t" I </>'t' > J=< </>" I 0 >< 0 I Te -k f--r -rdtfI1(t) I 0 >< 0 I </>' >

-+ ioo

(73)

where we have also used the fact that exp( -i2r H) 1 0 >= 1. Taking the limit
-+ 00 we recognize the expression (64) of the vacuum-vacuum amplitude.
Using also Eq.(52) we conclude that

T

Z[J]

=

< </>"t" 1 </>'t' > J

lim
t" -+ -ioo < </>"t" I </>,t' >

t'

(74)

-+ ioo

This expression can be written as a path integral over fields defined in
Euclidean 4-space, a space obtained from the Minkowski space by the Wick
rotation: a clockwise rotation of the real axis of the complex Xo- plane into
the negative imaginary axis. This procedure is needed to make the oscillat.ing
path integrals from Eqs.(53) and (49) well defined.
We denote a point in the Euclidean 4-space by XE. It is related to the
point x
(XO, i) of the Minkowski space by:
XE
4

d x
x 2E

-

(i, X4) with

X4

= ixo

real

4

=

-id xE

-

22222
Xl
x 2 X3 X 4 = -x

+ +

(75)

+

The corresponding Euclidian momentum space is defined so that k4X4 =
koxo. This convention assures that the propagation of a plane wave in the
positive sense of X4 corresponds to the positive sense ot xo. This convention
implies that we have to rotate the ko axis counter-clockwise into the positive
imaginary axis, as indicated in Fig.I.
\Ne have
kE -

=
k1 =

d,4k

(k, k4 ) with k4

= -iko

real

4

id .kE

ki

+ ki + k~ + k; ;:.; _k

(76)
2

2
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Note that k . x = kOxo - ki goes into k"X4 - ki but in taking the Fourier
transform of a function of k 2 we may replace k . x by kE . XE = k 4 x" + ki.
Continuation to Euclidean space means that we consider the dynamical
evolution of the system in imaginary time, i. e. we must solve the equation of
motion in which the time, xu, is replaced by -iX4 with x" a real parameter.
A Lorentz-invariant real scalar field, </>(x), turns into'a real scalar field,
</>(XE), invariant under the rotation group in four dimensions, 0(4).
A massive vector field, A~(x), with real components is replaced by a
Euclidean vector field, A~(XE)' with real components according to the rule: .

Ai(X) ~ Ai(XE) j = 1,2,3
AO(x) ~ iA.(XE)
Note that AO continues to A4 with sign opposite to that of XO because it
should transform like
The Lorentz condition a~A~ 0 is replaced by

8:0'

=

(77)
For Euclidean vectors there is no distinction between upper an lower indi~es,
Rewriting Eqs.( 49) and (53) in Euclidean space and introducing the re
sults in (74) yields the functional-integral expression for the vacuum-vacuum
amplitude

(78)
where the denominator is a constant which eventually can lJe absorbed in
the integration measure from the numerator. Equation (78) involves the
Euclidean action functional

SEf4» ==

J

d"xE£(XE) = -is[4>j

(79)

and the coupling
(80)
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In thl: Feynman-graph expansion of. the vacuum-vacuum amplitude the
Euclidean prescription merely supplies the correct if in the propagator. This
point will be dealt with later in the case of the real scalar field.
An equivalent Minkowski-space path integral expression of the generating
functional is 9 :

(81)
where

(82)
is the action supplemented with an extra convergence factor which renders
the oscillating path integral and also provides the correct if in the Feynman
propagator.

Functional Integration

3

The functional- (or path-) integraPO representation for the generating func
tional of a quantum field theory has many virtues. First of all, it makes
especially easy to see how the theory changes if we make non-linear trans
formations on its dynamical variables. It also permits to easily introduce
auxiliary fields, passing in this way to a new theory with the same dynamical
properties.
.
The first part of this section will be devoted to calculating Gaussian path
integrals l l . They can be perforn1ed exactly and are important because they
can be used also in approxilnation schen1es when the exact path integral isin
tractable. In our approach we shall use the analogy with ordinary integration
without any attenlpt at mathenlatical rigour.
Let us start with the ordinary Gaussian integral
(83)
S~e

[7J,p.210
For the definition of path integrals and their use in quantum mechanics see the classical
Look uf Feynman and Hibbs [lJ
~ 1 \,Vt (~lnsely fellow S.Coleman's lectures as represented in [2], cap.5
1.0
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where a is a positive real number. By analytic continuation the formula is
also true for complex a, provided it has a positive real part. The above equa
tion can readily be generalized to n-dimensional space. The inner pr>')duct of
two vectors x and y of this space will be denoted by (x, y).
For a real symmetric positive-definite (and thus nonsingular) matrix,A,
there holds:
(84) .

as can be seen by diagonalizing A. As before, Eq. (84) holds also -for
a complex symmetric lllatrix with positive-definite real part, by analytic
continuation. Denoting

(85)
we have

j(dxVhz,AZ)

= (detA)-t

(86)

We can also integrate exponentials of general quadratic forms
1

Q(x) = 2(x,Ax) + (b,x)

+c

(87)

where b is some vector and c is a number. Let i be the location of its
minimum

x=

-A-1b

(88)

Then Q(x) can be written in canonical form

Q(x)

= Q(i) + k(x - x,A(x -

x))

k

with
(90)

Whence,
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(91)
Using Eq. (91) we can do the integral of any analytic function, /, of the
n coordina.tes Xi times the exponential of a quadratic form, just by differen
tiating with respect to hi

(92)
We will need later also fOfInulae for integrating over an n-dimensional
complex space, not in any contour-integral sense, but merely in the sense of
integrating separately over imaginary and real parts. A vector of this space
is written as z == (Xl + iYl, ... ,X n + iYn), and the usual Hermitian inner
product of two such complex vectors, z and w, is denoted by (z*, w). If A is
a positive-definite Hermitian matrix

J

(dz*)(dz) e-(z,Az) = (detAt\

(93)

as can easily be seen by diagonalizing A. The integra.tion measure is a
symbol for the 2n-dimensional real integration with respect to the measure

(dz·)(dz) == 1r- n d:"xd:"y

Xi,

Yi

real

(94)

The change in the power of the determinant stems from the fact, that
each eigenvalue contributes twice to the integral, once from the integration
over the real part, and once from the integration over the imaginary part.
The Inissing factors of 2 in Eq. (9 'l) a.re related to the missing 1/2 in the
exponent.
A general quadratic form nlay be written as

Q(z, z*) = (z\ Az) + (b*, z) + (z" b) + c

(95)

with b -some complex vector and c -a number. It is minimal for

(96)
y;ith the value

Q(z, z*) = -(b*, A-1b) + c

(97)

•
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I\hu~

Q(z, z*)

= Q(z, z*) + ( (z -

z)*, A(z - z) )

(98)

which yields the complex analogue of Eq. (91)

!

(dz')(dz)e- Q(····) =

e-Q(i.i·)( detA)-1

(99).

We remark that the above integration formulae hold for any (finite) di-.
mension of the.vector space, therefore we extend them to infinite-dJmensional
vector spaces. To point out the mathematical linchpin of this step we de
scribe it using Eq. (86) as an example. Given a quadratic form (x, Ax);
defined by a linear operator, A, on a real Hilbert space, we first restrict the
form to some finite-dimensional subspace. On this subspace both the inte
gral and the determinant are well-defined. Then we consider an increasing
sequence of such finite-dimensional subspaces such that their union is dense
in the Hilbert space. The limit of this sequence will be the whole space.
This limit defines both the functional determinant and the functional
integral. From the mathematical point of view the key problem is to find out
if, for a given operator A, the limit exists and is independent of the chosen
sequence of subspaces.
We will simply generalize our finite dimensional formulae assuming that
the involved expressions are well defined 1 2 • The infinite-dimensional spaces
we will be most concerned with will be spaces of functions, for example, the
space of functions,4>(x), of space-time points.
The inner product is defined by

(t/J, til) ==

J

d"xt/J(x)t/J'(x)

( 100)

and the analogue of Eq. (86) is:

!(Dt/J)e-W. M .)

= (DetA)-t.

(101 )

The measure in the above formula is that of a path-integral, and DetA
denotes the functional determi:n:ant of the linear operator A. The evaluatior.
of such determinants is a problern we will' refer to ~ater.
1 2 For

a good mathematical reference see [31
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For complex fields we have
(102)

From these formulae equations analogous to those derived before follow
directly. We write out explicitely just one of them

j

6_) j(D4»e-Q[,pl

{D<I»f(<fo{x))e-Q[</J] = f ( __
6b(x)

(103)

which tells us how to obtain the others. Note that ordinary derivatives
are also replaced by functional ones, because the quadratic form itself is a
.
functional of 4> and. b.
The operators we will be mostly interested in are differential operators,
some polynomiais,P( 811.), in space-time derivatives. The continuous matrices
associated to them are diagonal [5}.

-

8

A(x,y) = 64 (x --y)P('"!l)
.
ux~
Their action is defined by

(A¢)(x)

(104)

=j JfyA(x,y)¢(y) =P(a~,,)¢(x)

(105)

We assume tha.t they are invertible, i.e. .that there exists A-1( X, y) so
that
.

j JfzA(x, z)A -l(z, y) = ,,4(X - y)
For the special case of operators like (104) the invers~
fying the equation

(106)
js

a function satis

(107)

A momentum-spd.ce representation of the operator can be obtained by
Fourier- transfcrming (twice) the function, 4>(y), it acts on. This gives:
1'1(:.c y) =
,

J

ti4k P(-ik )e-ik(x- y)
(211")4
~

(108)
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and
(109)
The functional determinant is defined by the product of the eigenv~l
ues. We remind that A is already diagonal with elements given by Eq.(108).
Hence,
.
(110)

It seems to be a divergent quantity because A(x, x) are strictly positive num
bers for the operators we are interested in. (From the positive-definiteness
follows, that all the principal minors are strictly positive). Actually, we don't
know how to compute the product with respect~o continuous index like x.
This is the reason of the ambiguous formulation: "it seems to be" .
A more practical formula for a functional determinant arises from the
generalization of the identity
In detA = tr In A

(111 )

valid for real, symmetric·, positive-definite, finite-dimensional matrices.
This can easily be verified by diagonalizing A.
Whence,
DetA = eTrlnA

(112)

where Tr stands for a functional trace defined by

Trln A "" j.dX(ln A)(x, x)

J

dx In(A(:e, :e))

=

J J(~:~4
dx In

P( -ik p )
(113)

This last fonn is a manifestly divergent quantity. In usual field-theoretical
applications the determinant rnay be included in the overall norn1alization
ra.dor which drops out from expressjons of physical interest.
lIowever, fUllctional detenninants are not entirely useless. \Vl1l"n we i .1
,('grate over some fields whlch appear quadratically in the Lagrangian ()f a
.;;,vstem. we are left with an effective action. [See e. g. [2, ?J] To one loop urdeL
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it is the logarithm of a functional determinant. One tries to find the effective
lagrangian by bringing the effective action to the form of an integral over
the space-time variables. (In our case this would amount in an evaluation of
the momentum-space integral.) The problem in those computations' is that
P is not just a polynomial in derivatives, but it contains also x-dependent
fields whic:p. does not commute with the derivatives. How to disentangle such
functional traces is a relative recently solved problem [11].

4

The Feynman Propagator

We shall use the techniques discussed in the last section to evaluate the
generating functional for a real scalar field whose dynamics is governed by
the action

S[ qI] =
Here

f .r

x

[Ca( qI, 8,;qI) + Ci( qI)]

(114)

.co is the Lagrangian density of the 'free field,
1·

r,n2

.co = 2"(8J.1.</1)(8J.1.</1) - 2</1

2

(115)

and the interaction Lagrangian, .ci , is some polynomial of the c-number field
4>, but independent of its derivatives.
'
The generating functional has a path-integral expression
(116)
in which the nor~alization constant, N, is chosen so that W[J] vanishes
when the external source J(x) vanishes.
In this form the integrand in Eq.( 116) is oscillating, nothing like the nicely
damped gaussians of the previous section. There are two ways onto
First, in the Minkowski-space forolulation, we may introduce by hand a
convergence factor:
(117)
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which creates the positive-definite real part of the "matrix" that appears
in the quadratic form from the exponent 13. [See the comment after Eq.(84)}.
The second approach to make the integral in Eq. (116) well-defined is to
rotate the time axis with 8::;0 = -I and the energy-variable axis with (heo = I,
obtaining thus the Euclidean-space formulation of the theory 14. Then, "?Ie
perform the (Gaussian) integral and rotate back to Minkowski space.
Remarkably enough, both of the above approaches specify the correct pre- .
scription for the Minkowski-space Feynman propagator. The well-definiteness
of the path-integral dictates the correct Green's functions!
To see this, let us evaluate the generating functional for the noninteracting
field. In the Minkowski-space formulation we have

(118)
where S~f.) is the free action ~upplemented with the convergence factor

The last expression arises because
(120)

and the total-derivative term doesn't contribute to the action.
The integral obtained is just like Eq. (91):
ekW,P] = N

J(D4»e-Q[~]

= N(DetAr t e-Q[~J,

(12])

where the quadratic form is
1

+ (b, 4»;

b(x)

_,
(1 <)1).\

and ;p denotes the location of its l11inimum, i. e.
which the functional Q[ 4>] is minimal.

that particular field for

Q[4>] = 2"(4),A4>)

13See e. g.

[6], p.74, and [7], p.218

:4Tt is nicely d~scribed in [4],p.133 and [6], p.91

....
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The involved operator
(123)

has a positive-definite real part, €04(X_Y)/Ti, and its inverse is the solution
•
of the equation

k( + m
0

2

iE)A -1 (X, y)

-

= 64 ( X-

y).

(124)

We denote

(125)
where LlF is the Feynman propagator. From the momentum space rep
resentation of A-I [ Eq. (109)]

AF(X-Y)=

d4k
e-ik(x-y)
(21('")4k2 ·-m 2+u
"

J

(126)

We have also

which gives the generating functional
(128)

This is the standard expression involving the correct propagator. The
normalization constant is just (DetA)-L [See the COIInnent after Eq. (116)J
In what \ollows we carry out the Wick rotation of'the time axis, and
perform the path integral over the Euclidian fields, after which we rotate
back to Minkowski space.
So[¢>] =

-~

J

d"x¢>(x )(0 + m )¢>(x) =
2

~

J

d'XE¢>(XE)( -DE

+ m 2 h,(xE)

(129)
\vhere
= a1 + \7 2 is the Euclidian-space d'Alembert operator. The inner
product in ternlS of an Euclidean-space integral js written as
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.

J

~i d':e~J(:eE)4>(:eE).

(J,4» == j.r:eJ(:e)4>(:e) =

(130)

Whence,

.

'

,(131)

where

(132)
with

(133)

and
(134)
Its inverse is

Ail(X1p, YE)

= 1i

fi4kE e-ikE(:r:E-ItE)
(211")4 k1 + m 2 '

J

(135)

and, if we introduce the Euclidian propagator by

(136)
we obtain

__.J

d4 kE e- ikE (ZE-1IE)

LlE(XE

YE) -

t

(211")4

k1 + m2

.

(137)

The generating f~nctional is found to be:
eiWo[J]

=

N(DetA)-! e !(bE,Ai1 bE)
eth J d4xE~1IEJ(XE)AE(:r:E-YE)J(yE).

(138)
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We now explain the way in which the Euclidian propagator (137) trans
forms into the Feynman propagator (126) while we perform the rotation back
to the !vfinkowski space.
The direct rotation amounts to replacing the (initially real) energy vari
able by complex numbers like a real number times e HI with (J E [0, 1r /2],
and at the end of the rotation, Of = 1r /2, the energy variable is pure
imaginary:ik•. The time variable suffers also a sinrilar rotation, but of oppo·
site sig~: Xo --+ ~i%•• The variables k. and %. are real numbers.
At the beginning of the direct rotation (and at the end of the inverse one)
the energy variable is koe ifl ~ ko(l + iO) with
small positive angle. This
means that we find the propagator by the end of the rotation backwards to
the Minkowski space if we replace in tJ.E the Euclidean energy variable ik.
by ko(l + i6) i. e.

6-a

k.

-t

-iko + koO,

(139)

This amouIlts to

k1'+'m2
with f

-t

-k~ + k2 + m 2 - if

= 2k58 a small positive numb~r.

(140)

This implies that

(141)
We conclude that the Euclidean-space formulation yields the contour of
theko-integration in the usual manner. Feynman's if-prescription arises
when we rotate back to Minkowski space. (But without completing the
rotation 6back :: ~- ill).
o
Under the inverse rotation the right hand side of Eq.(138) takes the usual
form, and we find again the expression (128) for the generating functional of
the free field Green's functions.
, Thus, we have pointed out a beautiful feature of the path-integral formal
ism of a quantum field theory: once we have made the path-integral fonnula
of the generating functional well-defined, we obtain the correct causal Green's
functions from it.
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Feynman rules
;

,

The generating functional (116) for a real scalar field in the presence of
interaction.
e/; W[J} =: N

J(DtP Hi
)e

C;(

~("))"'''+S.[~J+(J.')1

(142)

may be rewritten using the property
(143)

which tells us that·
(144)

The first factor on the right hand side is independent of the field, whence we
pull it out from the path integral. This gives
(145)

with the free-field generating functional, exp(Wo[J]), given by Eq.(128).
Nevertheless, it is impossible to obtain an explicit closed formula from
the above expression. It remains to look for a perturbative expansion in
powers of the coupling constant involved by the interaction term, £i. Such
an evaluation gives the ordinary Feynman rules. To see this we first "prove"
a functional identity by verifying it in the finite-dimensional case. Let F( if)
and G{ il) be any two c-number functions on a vector space; then

I

1 8
. . = G( --:.)F(V)
1 8
F( --::;)G(u)
e a"("'u,i1) ..._
(146)
a8u
a8v
v-a
with ii, some vectors and a an arbitrary complex number. This is most
easily proved by Fourier analysis, that is to say, by taking

v

F( it) =

with

a and bfixed

ea(a,iI)

and

vectors. Then the left hand side of Eq.(146) becomes
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while on the right hand side we have
= eOt (b-r'l1.u+a)1

e Ot (6.:/')e Ot (i,t1)e Ot (u,t1)I
'11=0

'
'11=0

which is the same.
We conclude, that in a function space holds the identity
.

F.[~.i.]
G[J] = G [~i.]
F[q,] ea (J.4» I. ;(%)=0
a 6J
a 6q,

for any two functionals F and G.
Let us a.pply this to our case: [see Eqs.(145) and (128), and put

Z[Jl ==

etW[J) - } / exp

= N exp

[i J.rx.C;(~ 6J~x»]

6q,(z) 6q,(Z')

; .

Q'

=

k1

e- H J d'ztl'.'J(Z)AF(.-Z')J(z') =

[~J a'za'~/i1il1Ftz - zl)_6___'6_]
2

(147)

e* J~:r;[Ci(4)(:r;)}+J(:r;)4>(:r;)]'

4>=0

(148)

This equation yields the Feyntnan rules for the vacuum-to-vacuum matrix
element, < 0+1 0- >J= Z[J]. To show this ~e expand the last exponential
as

. eH d'z[C;«6(z»+J(zh6(z)] =

f

~! [~J .ry£;(,p(y»r

p=O

.

t ~! [~jd'x/(X),p(X)r
1'1.-0

.
(149)
and insert this into (148). We are left with the expansion of the generating

functional in powers of the interaction

Z[Jl = .N

~
00

",p-O

.J

i

1(.it)"+P [12: Jdzdz'[iMF(Z.- z')] D,p(Z)
8 6</>(z')
8]

n!p!.

exp

.

dXt:·,· 4n dYt' .. dyp£'( ,p(Yt» •.• £;( ,p(Yp))

=L
00

q,(Xl) ~ .. ~Xn)J(Xl)' .• J(xn)I.=o
: .'. ,'.'

.' .

. .. .

:.

......

tl,p=C)

z(n,p)[J]
.

(150)
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where we have introduced a notation for the various terms appearing in the
power series.
Let us recall that according to Eq.(66) the n-point Green's f..lnction is
obtained from Z[J] by n times differentiating with respect to the source,J,
after which J is set to zero. Only terms which contain n J's survive-both the
operations. Hence, the n-point Green's function is generated by the terms
z(n,p),p = 1,2, .... A term with a given p yields the p-th order contributions
in powers of the coupling constant which enters Ci. While evaluating-Z(n,p).
one has· to keep in mind the fact, that , in the expansion of the exponential-in
Eq.(150), only terms which contain an equal number of ¢'s and :.,'s survive.
Let us next analyze a few simple examples in the case of the ¢4 interaction
whith coupling constant 9 :
= _fL;/..4
(151)
,
4!'i"

c.

The contribution to the two-point Green's function, to zeroth order in
the coupling constant stems from .

Z

(2,O)

[1

8 8]

(
')]
"2 (i)2
h 2" Jd Z dZ '['1:./\
U/,U.F Z - z
8¢(z) 8¢(z')

= .N

J

dXtdx.q,(Xt)q,(X2)J(Xt)J(X2)

=

~

aYJ

dxt dx 2 J(xI)[i1i.1.F(Xt - X2/J J (X2)

(152)

For the sake of bookkeeping we may associate to this term the diagram:

•

•
which consists of:
• external points

•
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• a line connecting them

The two-point Green's fun~tion to this order (p = 0) is: '.

(153)
We next discuss the case

n = O,p = 1, i.e., the number of t/J's in Eq.(I50)

if' four. Thus
'..

Zlll.l)(J]

"

Xi (- !,) ;, [~jdZdz'[iAAF(Z':'
=x-~g ~ JdZldz~dz2dz;i1iAF(%1

=

8 4!

/
=

"

Z')]
-

5~Z) 5~:z')]

2

JdlJl~4(lJl)

zD iliAF(%2 - ~)

dlJ14!~(~1 '-lJI)5(4 - ~1)5(Z2 -lJl)5(~ -lIl) =

.N~i1 dlltfiAAF(lJI -111)]2 = N~ (-i g)

J

dlll [iliAF(O)j2

The corresponding "diagram is

which suggests that" a vertex, (an interaction point), is associated to

(15~)

'"'

~
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,

The number 1from Eq. (t54) is called the symmetry factor of the correspond~
ing graph.
Now we have all the ingredients of Feynman graphs of the theory, we" are
dealing with~external points, vertex points with four lin~ coining out ,.of
each :(in the case of 4>4, interaction), and lines connecting them associa.ted to
in times the Feynman propagator. A line which ends in at least one external'
point is called an external line" while a line ending in vertex points only, is
referred to as an' internal line.
.
Explicit ca1culationsmay be synthesized in the following Feymnan rules
for the vacuum-t~vacuum. amplitude:
In order to obtain z(n.JI)" (n~even)15:
1. Draw all the topologically distinct diagrams with n external lines (end
ing in :c..points) and p vertices (v-points), and sum all the contributions
according to the following:

2. To each y-vertex attach a factor

-kg,

3. To each external point, x, assign kJ(:c) ,
4. To each line between two points (extern&! or vertex), say zland' Z2,
"attach i1iAF(Zl - Z2)
5. Multiply the contribution by the symmetry" factor, ~,of the graph. Its
inverse, S, is obtained by multiplying the factors below:
a) m! if the graph is symmetric with respect to the interchange of m
vertices or m extef!1al points
b) m! for m equivalent internal lines
c), 2 for each closed line
d) m! if the (disconnected) diagram contains'm identical connected
diagrams,
6. Integrate over x's and 11 'so "
the terms with n-odd van~ because the number of fJ'sis always even, and
the number of ;'8~. 4p + n-odd if n is odd.
.
1 5 Indeed,

•
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The Feynman rules for the n-point Green's functions can be obtained by
comparing the result of the above rules with the functional expansion of the
generating functional, Eq.(65):
.

(155)
In the remainder of this section we present the Feynman rules in the
momentum space. To this end we start with the definition of the Fourier
transform of a Green's function:

G( k1, •.. , k..) =

J

.rXl···

.rxne-;E;., .;-ZjG(Xl,"

., xn)

(156)

The Feynman rules for G( kl' ... , kn ) are obtained by using the integral
representation (126) of the Feynman propagators involved in G(xt, ... , x n ).
We denote by p the external momenta, and by k the internal ones.
Let us study a simple example. Take the graph:

Its contribution to the four point Green's function, G(Xl' X2, X3, X4), reads

Using the momentnm-space integral representation of D..F, the y-integratioD
yields a o-function which enforces momentum conservation. The Fourier
transform of expr~ssion (157) is given by
.

'Ii

4

(_~g)64(Pl +P2 + 1'3 +P4) II P1- ~2 + if
'j=1

•

J

(158)
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The above Calculation illustrates the way one derives' the momentum-space
Feynman rules from the coordinate-space rules. As a result -of such com-.·
putatios we. find, that in order to obtain G(Pl,.'.' Pn), (n-even), one has'
to: "
.


1: Draw all the topologically distinct diagrams with n ~xternallines-.Each·
line carries a~.Illomentum. Denote them by p's for external, and by k's
for internal lines.
;

2. Assign the factor

for an external line.

3. Assign the factor

d"k
iii
{21r)4 Te2,~ m 2 + if
for a.n internal line.

f

4. For each vertex assign (-k)(21r)484(q), where {denotes the sum of the
incoming momenta.

5. Multiply the contribution by the symmetry factor of the diagram. It is
obtained as described above in the coordinate-space rules.
6. Integrate over the internal momenta (k's).
7. Sum the contributions of all the topologically distinct Feynman dia

grams.
Adopting the point of view that a field theory is defined by its Feynman
rules, w~ conclude, that the path integral method is an elegant way to define
the quantum theory of a self-interacting scalar field.
Scalar electrodynamics requires the quantization of gauge fields, in par
ticular the electromagnetic field, by similar methods. While it is just 0 ..1
alternative way to quantize electromagnetism, in the case of non-abelian
gauge fields, the only generally accept~d quantization procedure is the path
integral method d,ue to Fadeev and Popov.
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In order to treat quantum electrodynamics, one must include Fermi fields .
This is done by the use of anticommuting (Grassmann) variables~ The com
ponents of the Dirac field will be Grassmann-valued spa.ce-time dependent
functions, and the generating functional, a path integral over such variables.
These topics will constitute the subject of a forthcoming volume on path'
integrals.'
.
.
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